Excellence Marketing Turns 25

Eden Prairie, MN – Excellence Marketing, a manufacturers’ representative firm based in Eden Prairie, MN marked its 25th anniversary on September 1, 2013. Founded in 1988, the firm is currently staffed by Paul Cassady, Patrick Gilligan, Mark Mitchell, Ken Simons and Ann Wickstrom.

In commenting on the milestone, President Ken Simons observed “We are very grateful to our Customers and Manufacturers for their support. Our 25 successful years comes from meeting their needs.” Simons also noted “I am proud to be part of a team that offers a combined 90 years of manufacturers’ rep experience. There’s no substitute for this level of experience. It’s at the core of the value that we add”.

Simons acknowledged his mentors at Mel Foster Company, where he was first employed as a field representative and learned the fundamentals of the business. He noted that “being a solid manufacturer’s rep firm is based on many principles and subtleties which I was fortunate to have been taught by Gene Foster and David Voelke. One of the most important concepts they taught me is that the business climate surrounding us is ever-changing with increasing acceleration. Gene Foster ran a very dynamic organization which constantly adapted to the market’s needs, and we have worked to build on that model”.

As it enters its 26th year, Excellence Marketing continues to supply quality audio, video & communications products and services to contractors, integrators, resellers, and distributors in the Upper Midwest.

Click here for a high-resolution version of a related photo.
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Excellence Marketing is an independent Manufacturer’s Representative firm based in Eden Prairie, MN (a suburb of the Twin Cities) dedicated to marketing professional audio and video related equipment and professional sound products to qualified authorized resellers in the Upper Midwest and Arizona for the purpose of resale and/or installation and integration. Excellence Marketing is a member in good standing of InfoComm International (the Audiovisual Association), NAMM (National Association Of Music Merchants), NSCA (National Systems Contractors Association), and ERA (Electronic Representatives Association). Visit www.excellencemarketing.com for more information.